Saw by Monaco, Cory
haven't heard a thing about her
since graduation
but today i'm watching
this shitty t-n-a movie on showtime
& there's connie larson
stripping off her shirt
& bra & panties.
that mole on her thigh
all the football guys sd she had
was right there in front of me
dancing behind the thickest
piece of glass
ever made.
—  Patrick mckinnon 
Duluth MN
SAW
recent photo 
chuck berry in 
people magazine 
seems men 
definitely look 
more fragile 
older they get 
berry's face 
ponderously gaunt 
& weathered 
seemed to be saying 
it had had 
enough
NERVOUS KID'S
mom brought him back 
stones from the shore 
cloud gray & powder green 
basalts
precious looking 
quartz rocks & red 
to purplish feldspars 
he said 
thanks a lot
STAY UP THROUGH THE NIGHT THEN
around 6:30 time becomes so strange 
to me i don't know what to do, read 
type stay up sleep or what, 
only the bugs bunny cartoons keep 
me thinking straight. i guess the 
daily ritual sacrifice of elmer fudd 
or the coyote roller-skating off 
a 1000 ft. cliff somewhere in america 
is what reassures me most, 
if the tweety-bird can pull out a 
mallet & bash the cat's head in 
maybe i'll be able to get through
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another day. (i guess what saves 
the world is cats coyotes & morons 
never become smarter than 
smaller creatures wielding wits.)
HIS ( 1974 )
apartment stood wide open & everything in it 
could have been ours for the taking 
he'd died about a day before & the landlord 
had just left the place as it was
he was a poor minister, he didn't own much, 
nothing more than a gray-yellow pile of 
taiwanese pajamas & slippers & cheap bathrobe 
that couldn't have been warm at all & a 
disorganized mess of books strewn throughout 
the place, he didn't have much in his kitchen 
either, a few onions, potatoes canned soup, 
stale bread but certainly no wine or any 
other liquor —  for that matter, he didn't 
have any medicines except for a bottle of 
aspirin & iodine.
my friend who was an irishman took a history book 
on ireland, his girl took one on trees & shrubs 
& i found a copy of h.g. wells's outline of 
history. i remember this whole thing because 
i came across the book the other day.
those were the days we thought we owned 
the whole world & that it was humbly & gratefully 
smiling down upon us as we did 
whatever we damn well pleased.
WARNING
a place with too-literal religion 
will also have too-literal pornography
HAD
a better understanding of dinosaurs 
when i happened to look at my own scrotum
the holiness of that 
strange flesh hints 
at different life-realms
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